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China’s DF-41 Ballistic Missile Deployment and the 
Impact on its Nuclear Deterrence

M. S. Prathibha*

The deployment of the DF-41 ballistic missile in China shows that the 
nature of its nuclear posture is at a critical stage of evolution. On the one 
hand, the deployment illustrates the achievements in Chinese missile 
modernisation, which poses a threat to the US deterrence capacity. On 
other hand, it exposes the limitations in its deployment patterns. Far 
from the expected and seamless transition from solid to liquid fuelled 
missiles, China’s diversification plan of deploying the DF-41 along with 
new and improved liquid-fuelled Inter-Continental Ballistic Missiles 
(ICBMs) deployment show that its faith in the solid-based propellant 
missiles remains limited at present.

The aim of China’s nuclear modernisation is to have a survivable arsenal 
that would create uncertainty in the minds of the adversary about 
a successful first strike. As part of its ongoing nuclear modernisation, 
China has been steadfast in its approach to modernise its ballistic missile 
capability, both qualitatively and quantitatively, to improve its second-
strike capability, which invariably would lead to an expansion of its 
nuclear arsenal.1 One of the drivers of diversification is the decision of the 
United States (US) to expand its missile defence deployments in China’s 
immediate and extended neighbourhood. While debates on nuclear 
modernisation often focus on what constitutes as a reliable deterrence for 
China2 or how many nuclear warheads China might add to its nuclear 
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arsenal,3 this article will only analyse the way the diversification of nuclear 
arsenal is going to occur with regard to its land-based forces. Deploying 
the DF-41 ballistic missile is one among many of its responses to counter 
missile defence and key to understanding the evolving focus of China’s 
nuclear posture. 

Previous studies on possible impact of missile defence on China’s 
nuclear arsenal, and the general propensity of the states to deploy offensive 
missile capability indicate that the US missile defence would make China 
rely more on offensive missile capability to counter the threats4 that 
would impinge on the credibility of its second-strike capability. Many 
would also see the deployment of DF-41 as a natural choice. This article 
argues that, first, the race to deploy DF-41 shows far from expected 
deployment patterns that were visible in the 1990s and the 2000s when 
China was seeking to gradually replace its liquid-fuelled missiles with 
solid-propellant missiles, it is now opting for a combination of liquid 
and solid-fuelled missiles ICBMs. Second, a more complicated picture 
emerges when we study the success of DF-41 deployment with regard to 
Chinese claims of superiority. Further, the article discusses China’s hard-
fought gains that have led it to improve its second-strike capability in a 
missile defence-oriented environment and raise the risk of uncertainty 
for the US if it opts for first strike. It highlights certain technological 
limitations that expose the constraints on its nuclear deterrence. 

Missile Defence anD the Vulnerability of chinese Deterrence

In the early 2000s, when George W. Bush administration announced 
its plans for a ground-based mid-course defence in the US homeland 
and theatre missile defence for its allies, intense debate began in China 
over the impact of this on its second-strike capability.5 China, which had 
made the political decision to keep a small arsenal, was concerned about 
the vulnerability of its arsenal. The second-strike capability hinged on 
China surviving nuclear first strike with sufficient missiles remaining to 
start a counter-attack. The Chinese conception of nuclear deterrence was 
that it needed only a limited arsenal for an effective retaliatory strike as 
long as it was able to signal that its arsenal could survive a first strike. 
The second apprehension was that since China’s nuclear doctrine was 
based on no-first use (NFU) policy, that is, initiating counterstrike after 
facing a first strike, the Chinese strategy of creating uncertainty—where 
the adversary is unsure of the number of missiles that have survived 
the first strike—could now be neutralised by the missile defence.6 By 
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following the NFU policy, China hoped, and still hopes, to avoid any 
escalation with the US during peacetime or wartime movements of the  
nuclear assets.

These two political decisions, namely, restricting the expansion of 
offensive capability and the NFU policy, indicate that the diversification 
of nuclear missiles has to be calibrated to ensure the success of second-
strike capability. In other words, unless the new missiles are sophisticated 
enough to make significant contribution to deterrence capabilities, then 
upgradation of the older missiles will have to fill the gap. 

Long development cycles of sea-based nuclear deterrence, such as 
strategic submarines, also mean that land-based strategic missiles assume 
top priority within the counterstrike matrix. It is evident too that if there 
are doubts about the survivability of its arsenal, then the credibility of 
its second strike can be called into question. Hence, various measures 
of concealment, including underground bunkers, become key to the 
survival of ground-based strategic missiles in a first nuclear strike. Over 
the years, considerable resources have been spent on modernising the 
underground bunkers to extend its services to training exercises, such 
as launch drills for strategic missiles, and other modern facilities for 
the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) Rocket Force.7 However, the more 
sophisticated the deployment of missiles defences,8 the less Chinese see 
it as raising uncertainty and reducing the potential of the US to threaten 
or use pre-emptive strikes. 

Undoubtedly, China would have followed the trends in nuclear 
modernisation by increasing the reliability of its deterrence through 
solid-fuelled and road-mobile missiles. However, due to the introduction 
missile defence into its nuclear environment, it has course-corrected its 
actions—from developing its own missile defence to compel the US to 
negotiate with the Chinese to rapidly developing multiple independently 
targetable re-entry vehicle (MIRV) capability that can penetrate missile 
defence shield. The MIRVs could lessen the drive to deploy more missiles 
to counter missile defence. The solid-fuelled missile has already established 
its reputation to it would take less reaction time, not lose its mobility on 
the road, and have the ability to disperse at the onset of nuclear threat, 
making it more survivable in the event of a first strike. Given the resource 
and technological constraints, and the Chinese apprehension to escape 
the trap of arms race with the US, the DF-41 fits the bill. Whether or 
not the US deployment of missile defence has ensured the robustness of 
China’s nuclear posture,9 the Chinese believe the DF-41 to be the answer 
to missile defence.
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At the National Day parade in Beijing on 1 October 2019, China 
officially unveiled the DF-41 ( -41), the three-stage, road and rail-
mobile, solid-fuelled ICBM, with a range between 12,000 and 14,000 
kilometres (km).10 The DF-41’s debut has put to rest the various 
speculations about its deployment, especially within China.11 Before 
its presence in the military parade, there was no official information 
about the missile, nor did the Chinese officials engage with any 
questions regarding the DF-41.12 Speculations however, are ripe about 
the technological superiority of DF-41, with news reports claiming that 
it is of fourth-generation technology, comparable to Russia’s RT-2PM2 
Topol-M and the American LGM-30G Minuteman III.13 They portray 
DF-41 missile as one of the most advanced missiles that could enable 
China to counter missile defence.14 As the DF-41 achieves what is known 
as ‘combat readiness or combat duty’ (  - ), China has 
signalled that now it can survive a first strike and it can effectively counter 
missile defence in the US homeland and its theatre of operations. The 
insights from various Chinese sources show complex interaction between 
technological capabilities of the ICBMs and the diversification matrix of 
nuclear missiles and the way it imposes its limitations on China’s nuclear 
deterrence. 

tiMe fraMe anD test launches of Df-41 Missile

It was only in the early 1980s that China successfully developed ICBMs 
that could be launched from underground silos to target the US. Initial 
deployment of DF-5 missiles did not provide a credible second-strike 
capability as it was liquid-fuelled and vulnerable to the US reconnaissance 
due to its protracted launch time and associated launch activities. A 
small arsenal that was vulnerable to a first strike and the deployment of 
DF-5 missiles which could target only the western part of the US meant 
that research on solid-propellant technology gained momentum. China 
began to focus on solid-fuelled missiles with a higher range and mobility 
that would showcase the credibility of its missiles as well as target all 
parts of the US. 

The then China National Defense Science and Technology 
Commission15 (  [ ]) issued 
an order to the First Design Institute of Ministry of Aerospace Industry 
( )16 to develop a solid-propellant missile and named 
it Project No. 204 ( 204 ). The DF-41 was supposed to 
debut at the 1999 military parade but was cancelled; instead, China 
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began test launches for the DF-31 series, and eventually deployed it. 
It can be inferred that the technological capability to test and deploy 
the DF-41 was not available at the time and therefore, the project was  
postponed. 

It is now known that by 1991, the Chinese scientists had made 
breakthroughs in solid-propellant technology. Though DF-41 prototypes 
were tested in 1994, it still took more than a decade for the DF-41 to 
develop, and it was only in 2010 that it was handed to the PLA Rocket 
Force (at that time, the Second Artillery) for field testing. It, however, 
took two more years to field test the missile,17 with the first launch being 
conducted on 24 July 2012. Later, two more tests were done on 13 
December 2013 and 13 December 2014, respectively.

In 2014, there were strong indications that the Chinese government 
was readying the ground conditions for an eventual deployment of 
DF-41 missile. For instance, in August 2014, the official website of the 
Shaanxi Provincial Environmental Monitoring Center Station published 
a work report on the projects it had completed, which included a mention 
of the DF-41 missile.18 It stated that the China Aerospace Science and 
Technology Corporation’s (CASC) Fourth Academy Forty Three Bureau 
( ), which is otherwise 
known as Hubei Aerospace Institute of Chemical Technology (

), ‘has launched in advance the conditions prerequisite 
for completing a project (Phase II) on Environmental Protection and On-
site Monitoring for DF-41 Strategic Missile Development Safeguards’.19 
This report was the first official confirmation—and may or may not have 
been accidental—and showed the broader preparations for deploying the 
missile. The frequency of the tests increased between 2015 and 2018, two 
tests on 6th August and 4th December 2015; with two more tests being 
conducted on 12 April and 12 December 2016 (the 12th December test 
is speculative); one test on 6 November 2017; and two more tests on 30 
January and 27 May 2018.20 By the end of 2018, China had field-tested 
a total of 10 tests.21

The Chinese news agencies, once again, predicted that the DF-41 
was close to commissioning.22 One of the two major aerospace industry 
groups, the CASC ( ),23 is the production house of 
DF-41 and the China Academy of Launch Vehicle Technology (CALT; 

)24 has developed the missile. After a total of 10 
tests, China is now deploying DF-41 missile in a phased manner. 
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analyses of Df-41’s DeployMent capabilities anD  
DiVersification Matrix

The 2019 white paper titled, ‘China’s National Defense in the New Era’, 
reaffirms that: 

China does not engage in any nuclear arms race with any other 
country and keeps its nuclear capabilities at the minimum level 
required for national security. China pursues a nuclear strategy 
of self-defense, the goal of which is to maintain national strategic 
security by deterring other countries from using or threatening to 
use nuclear weapons against China.25

In short, in China’s view, it follows the ‘self-defensive nuclear 
strategy’ aimed at deterring the threat or use of nuclear weapons against 
it by an adversary.26 Consequently, the DF-41’s capabilities have to be 
advanced to counter missile defence, thereby enabling the Chinese not 
to make any broad-scale changes to their deterrence posture. One way 
is to make DF-41 with advanced capabilities, such as the MIRVs and 
manoeuvrable re-entry vehicles (MARVs). Furthermore, the DF-41 is 
said to have a sophisticated on-board computer system controlling the 
inertial guidance system ( ) to improve the 
accuracy of the missile. It is possible that China makes a distinction 
between multiplying the deployment of strategic missiles versus MIRV 
capabilities in their limited deployment that will allow them to claim 
minimum deterrence and a defensive nuclear strategy.

The solid-propellant technology and the deployment of Minuteman 
missile has had a much earlier history in the US.27 The DF-41, though 
a latecomer, is considered by the Chinese equivalent to LGM-30G 
Minuteman III. They claim that it is the ultimate weapon to counter 
the US missile defence and has led to ‘tremendous progress in ensuring 
the validity of its nuclear deterrence’.28 In China’s case, the development 
of DF-41 has indeed benefited from the decades-long research and 
development into various technologies. First, solid-propellant engines 
that the Chinese developed and perfected contributed to the confidence 
to renew development of the earlier-cancelled DF-41 programme. 
Throughout the 10th (2001–05) and 11th (2006–10) Five Year Plans, 
the Chinese research institutes made significant improvements in the 
reliability and performance of the solid-propellant engines. While 
rectifying some the issues, such as insufficient load-carrying capacity, 
weak thermal structure of the nozzle, joint sealing defects and so on, 
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they perfected technologies that could help design ballistic missiles in 
the future: for example, high-energy propellants, composite shells, 
thermal insulation layers, extended nozzle technology and in particular, 
the localisation of key raw materials rather than relying on imports.29 
Importantly, these technologies have been key in making the DF-
41 successful.30 The maturation of these technologies in China in the 
2000s, point to the late deployment cycles of the solid-fuelled ICBMs. 
Compared to liquid propellant, solid-propellant engines make the DF-41 
safer, faster, to be fitted for both road and rail-mobile, with the capability 
to disperse at the onset of a nuclear threat, and be available for a second 
strike against missile defence shield. 

Second, the DF-41 also boasts of MIRV capability that can overwhelm 
the missile defence. The DF-41 and its variants are considered as the most 
effective and reliable deterrent against missile defence for the next 20 
years or so.31 Thus, China, which was worried about the success of single-
warhead capability of its missile even if it was deployed in simultaneous 
launches in wartime (without many more tests and more expansive 
command and control system), has looked towards MIRV capability to 
effectively penetrate missile defence and guarantee the survivability of 
its arsenal.32 Further, it is believed to be ‘in consonance with Chinese 
nuclear strategy’ because: 

[A]s single warhead ballistic missiles might not have the sufficient 
salvo to hit the target separately by ‘one-by-one’ strategy in 
the midst of the missile defence and by default, under nuclear 
warfare conditions, the single-warhead nuclear missile will be in 
the middle of war attrition with the anti-missile system, which 
in turn is counter-productive for China’s nuclear counter-attack 
strategy. Since, MIRV missiles has much better ‘throw-weight’ than 
single-warhead missiles and by extent carry more warheads and 
penetration devices, with the potential of modifying these missiles 
to carry manoeuvrable warheads and hyper-sonic glide vehicles 
(HGV warheads), it (MIRV-capable missiles) is preferable as long 
as survivability and manoeuvrability of the missile is guaranteed.33

Obviously, the freedom to modify the DF-41 for present and future 
uses does make it the most advanced ballistic missile. Also, out of the first 
eight tests conducted, the last three tests of the DF-41 missile were about 
improving its MIRV capability—the first MIRV test was conducted in 
2014, second in 2015 and the third in 2016—but testing was done with 
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only two warheads. Wang Qun of the National University of Defense 
Technology clarifies: 

[E]ven powerful anti-missile system requires two to three 
interceptors to intercept a missile, and US missile defence would 
have difficulty in determining the trajectory and target of attack 
of MIRV warheads, and even with matching interceptors, with 
the release of dummy warheads and other counter measures, the 
interception capability of the even the most advanced missile 
defence system is suspect.34

However, contrary to this optimism in the Chinese experts, there are 
more nuanced views of the challenges and compromises that have been 
made when deploying the DF-41 missile. 

First, there is criticism that Chinese experts have exaggerated DF-41’s 
capability. For example, for some, the term ‘14,000 km’ is ‘meaningless’ 
because when the distance is more than 12,000 km, due to the earth’s 
curvature, accuracy of the missile strikes would reduce drastically. 
Second, when juxtaposing the MIRV capability with road mobility, a 
different picture emerges. In this instance, some argue that comparison 
with the US in terms of MIRV capability is superfluous because the only 
comparable missile to the DF-41 was the MX-Peacekeeper, which had 10 
warheads but had to be put in reinforced underground launch pads as it 
was too heavy for road manoeuvre.35 It is further argued: 

The DF-41, whose performance is similar to that of Trident II in terms 
of thrust-to-weight ratio, can carry only 4 warheads (W88/MK5) in 
order to maintain the maximum distance of 11,300 kilometres in 
terms of throw-weight and space limitations…therefore, the DF-41 
then can carry only three warheads in the post-boost phase (PBV) if 
it has to maintain its range at 11,000 kilometres as the throw-weight 
might be more than 300 kilograms.36

They acknowledge that the re-entry vehicle (RV) of the DF-41 does 
not match the capability of the US RV, further compromising its range 
to 6,000 km if using more than three warheads.37 Miniaturised warhead 
technology would have helped China to reduce the size of its warhead. 
Even though China conducted several nuclear tests in the 1990s before 
signing the Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty (CTBT) in 1996 to 
test its miniaturised warhead, their RV technology is not advanced as the 
US. However, using the technology of ‘control stability’, they did improve 
the MIRV capability.38 So far, in spite of some constraints, China has 
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been successful in deploying MIRV technology because of some success 
in miniaturisation and warhead separation in the boost phase.39

The warhead composition in DF-41 deployment points to the 
continued reliance of China on liquid-fuelled missiles. Even though the 
DF-41’s thrust-to-weight ratio is more powerful, in order to ensure that 
it can fly more than 11,000 km, the DF-41 can carry only three nuclear 
warheads. If China wants the option of carrying more warheads, then 
it would have to compromise on its range. Thus, though the MIRV 
technology brings substantial qualitative improvement to China’s 
deterrence posture, it is not to the extent of overwhelming the missile 
defence only with solid-fuelled missiles. To bridge this gap, China has to 
add fixed launchers to their counterstrike. 

These drawbacks, undoubtedly, have driven China to further 
develop its liquid-propelled missiles. Earlier, under ballistic missile 
modernisation, the thought was to gradually replace the liquid-propelled 
missiles with solid-propelled missiles. However, given the above-
mentioned shortcomings, as also the realisation that these missiles would 
have more power and necessary range even if armed with more MIRV 
warheads, China has upgraded its liquid-propelled missiles to have MIRV 
capability. In their view, the weight of the missile does not impinge on its 
performance as it is launched from underground silos and its ability to do 
maximum damage is higher than mobile missiles. 

To give its due, because of the risks that liquid-propelled missiles 
carry, the DF-41 has other considerable advantages. Of the MIRVed 
missiles, China has two liquid-propellant missiles other than the DF-
41, namely, DF-5B and DF-5C, and one solid-propellant missile, the 
DF-31A. Though, the DF-31A is the only other ballistic missile with 
mobility for dispersed deployment, it does not have mobility in tough 
terrain and the launching has to be in a default position, thereby 
reducing flexibility because of its trailer chassis.40 In the Chinese view, 
the DF-31A’s load capability is low compared to the DF-5 series.41 The 
DF-41, on the other hand, does not need to be put in a fixed launch 
position and can fire missiles as long as the ground is even.42 There are 
others who argue that the DF-41 missile will be deployed in conjunction 
with DF-31A, whereby the DF-41 would carry four warheads and the 
DF-31A three warheads; together, they could target the West Coast of 
the US.43 Overall, the Chinese plan is to use the DF-41’s capabilities 
in concurrence with the other MIRVed ballistic missiles to counter the  
missile defence. 
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Yet, if the number of missiles needed to defeat missile defence is 
calculated, the DF-41, in the short term, is insufficient in the Chinese 
view. For instance, the Chinese believe that without the DF-41, ‘the 
missile storage reliability, survival rate, launch success rate, flight success 
rate, penetration rate, overall arrival rate may only be 0.37 (no more 
than ten nuclear warheads would successfully hit the US)’.44 Thus, as 
per China’s current nuclear capability and the estimate of the number 
of warheads available, its nuclear deterrence is still considered weak.45 
In every way as of now, the DF-41 offers a powerful deterrent only in 
conjunction with other missiles. 

Apart from these tested technologies, Chinese sources speculate that 
the DF-41 have self-adaptive warheads that have much more independent 
flight trajectories in the post-boost phase. However, Wang Qun says that 
some of the capabilities are being exaggerated. He admits that: 

though the missile cabin is fitted with guidance technology that allow 
accuracy and warheads with the capability of orbital manoeuvering, 
and can enable the missile to attack same target all at once or 
different targets (post-boost phase)…however, individual warheads 
do not have any guidance technology and cannot independently 
change their targets, as such technologies are not possible as of now 
in China.46

These technologies in question could be similar to the experimental 
technology that Russia is developing to defeat missile defence, and might 
inform Chinese planning choices in the future.47 In fact, it is believed 
that the Chinese missile technology capability, in terms of accuracy 
and reliability, lags behind that of the US and Russia.48 But the DF-41 
is speculated to have a hit accuracy (circular error probability) of 100 
metres when launched from underground silos, and 200 metres when 
launched from a mobile platform. The hit accuracy of the DF-41 missile 
as a result of advances in guidance technologies would improve China’s 
nuclear deterrence capabilities. 

Nonetheless, the above-mentioned capabilities are only efficient if 
China can perfect the deployment method. While the DF-41 might not 
be able to carry 10 warheads, it is advertised to have mobility in harsh, 
bumpy or hard terrain, better adaptability to diverse climate, small number 
of personnel needed for launch among all the strategic missiles and a 
short development cycle.49 However, sceptics argue that off-road mobility 
for DF-41 might be exaggerated as the weight of the system may not 
allow it.50 In general, the DF-41 has three ways of deployment: highway 
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mobile platform; railway mobile platform; and reinforced underground 
silos launch.51 The vehicle that the missile uses, an SX-4320 (SX-4320

) heavy-duty trailer, as its highway platform—manufactured 
by the Shaanxi Special Automobile Factory ( )—has 
off-road capability in the Chinese view.52 This multi-axis drive, road-
mobile, special vehicle is specially geared to carry DF-41 missiles and 
can drive in harsh environment and climate. Unlike the Russian vehicles 
that, due to a higher centre of gravity, roll many times during a turn or 
on the road, these trailers have good traction. Having highly mobile and 
reliable trailer means that the DF-41 would be efficient when asked to 
disperse in case of a nuclear threat. 

In fact, the Chinese have adapted some unique features necessary to 
carry the DF-41 and launch it. The trailer has three purposes: storage, 
launch and transport ( - - ). A hydraulic device 
is used to lift the missile vertically from the missile chamber during 
the launch. While the launch trailer and the two half-folding doors of 
the vehicle are similar to the MZKT-79221 that carries the Topol-M 
Russian ICBM, the DF-41 uses the missile trailer as a launching platform 
and the missile is pushed through a reverse thrust. These changes 
reduce the launch time, adhering to the Chinese push on defeating  
missile defences. 

If the missile trailer is the launching platform, then the trailer should 
be able to withstand the power of the missile launch. Here, the Chinese 
deviate from the Russian deployment method. Since the Chinese found 
that the weight of the missile exceeded what the road platform could 
hold, they opted out of cold launch.53 In a cold launch, the missile is 
thrust by a gas generator independent of the missile. Hot launch, on 
the other hand, does not require an ejection mechanism, but the missile 
thrusts out of the launch vehicle using its own engine capability. By using 
hot launch for their DF-41 missile, the Chinese have managed to save 
space in their launch vehicle as it does not need a separate mechanism. 
However, heat emission from the launch and the temperature of the gas 
flow could reach high levels, impacting the service life of the launcher, 
requiring additional protection methods in the launching environment.54 

An assessment of the technologies of the DF-41 shows that China 
has made strides in increasing the survivability of its nuclear arsenal, 
thereby increasing the cost for the US to attempt a first strike. Indeed, 
the deployment of the DF-41 makes it easier to assess the trajectory of 
China’s nuclear posture. It is expected that in the immediate future, 
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China would deploy new and improved ICBMs, that is, the DF-41 and 
its variants, in combination with other MIRVed liquid-fuelled missiles, 
such as the DF-5B/5C, to reduce vulnerability against missile defence. 
This strategy is especially suited to the Chinese whose deterrence 
posture is dominated by land-based nuclear missiles and a strategy for 
survivability that focuses on concealment/deployment through its large 
tunnels, railways,55 and highways. Since their sea-based deterrence is 
still to achieve credibility, China, in the near term, will focus on land-
based deterrence posture. Moreover, many technologies are still out 
of reach of China that are considered crucial in the development of  
nuclear missiles.56

iMpact on nuclear Deterrence

It is clear that the DF-41 is the most advanced ballistic missile that 
the Chinese have built in their nuclear arsenal. However, the trade-
offs that the Chinese have chosen have made its nuclear arsenal a mix 
of different missiles, rather than following the trajectory of replacing 
liquid with solid-fuelled missiles. The upgrades and missile tests of new 
variants in the DF-5 series show that DF-41 will be an addition and 
not a replacement, contrary to earlier indications. In fact, China might 
continue to develop the DF-5 series with MIRV capabilities57 to augment 
its deterrence capability. 

The recent modernisation efforts regarding MIRV-capable liquid-
fuelled missiles, to equip them with necessary firepower as they can carry 
over 10 nuclear warheads, show the diversification mix of its missile arsenal. 
The lack of consideration regarding missile weight, range, road mobility 
and thrust issues would make these missiles ideal for Chinese conditions. 
More inroads into concealment measures, such as reinforced silos and 
better disguise, and early warning systems can improve the survivability 
of fixed-launch missiles.58 In short, the continued deployment and testing 
of newer variants of liquid-fuelled missiles shows that China’s confidence 
in the solid-fuelled DF-41 is limited; and the question of retirement will 
not arise unless and until China advances in its miniaturised warheads 
technology.

Most likely, DF-41 missile technology would not be deployed in 
large quantities, but only as a transitional strategy. Since the Chinese 
are still improving their MARV and associated capabilities, the variants 
of DF-41 would be given more emphasis. Moreover, the continuous 
development of JL-3 missiles for its strategic nuclear submarines and 
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other missiles, such as DF-5B/5C ICBM, shows that contrary to popular 
Chinese claims, the DF-41 missile technology is not comparable to 
Russia or the US. It does, however, show a remarkable improvement in 
their land-based nuclear deterrence. 

In conclusion, MIRV-capable missiles such as the DF-41 would 
improve China’s deterrence posture, in addition to the increase in the 
arsenal to counter anti-missile interceptors. Whether it makes a significant 
improvement in the Chinese nuclear deterrence would depend on the 
future variants of the missile, parallel deployment of sea-based deterrence 
and effective nuclear command and control. Since China is increasing 
its MIRV capabilities, both in solid-propellent missiles as well as liquid-
propellant missiles, questions also arise over the number of nuclear 
warheads that China is willing to deploy in the future versus its quest for 
limited arsenal. 
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